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Discussing small farms in France is a complex issue. In this paper, we specifically draw
from the experience of Terre de liens. Terre de liens (TDL) was established in 2003 to
preserve farmland and facilitate access to land for organic and peasant farmers,
particularly newcomers.1 We start with discussing the many facets of small farms in
France: areas, outputs, but also their actual agricultural practices. We then explore a
challenge increasingly facing us: the discrepancy between the offer and demand of land.
Indeed, while most existing farms have enlarged over the past decades, many new
farmers approaching us are looking for small farms. We therefore present several
practical ways through which we try to address this discrepancy, and illustrate them
with a range of farm stories.
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The discrepancy between demand and offer of land

1.1 Newcomers are looking for small farms
In the French context, official statistics define smallholdings as those under 20 hectares,
or under 25.000 €/year of standard gross output. The average farm size is 55 hectares2.
For Terre de liens, a small farm may be small in terms of area, which will vary according
to the production, but not necessarily in terms of output. About 70% of Terre de liens’
130 farms are less than 20 hectares; we do not have comprehensive figures regarding
their output or revenue. Rather than referring to farm size, Terre de liens chooses to
focus its support on farmers engaged in “peasant and organic” agriculture (see box 1).

Box 1: Terre de liens, in support of organic and peasant farming
The founding Charter of TDL focuses its mission on
“peasant and organic agriculture”. TDL understands
“peasant” farming as defined by the Peasant
Agriculture Charter developed by Confédération
paysanne and related organisations such as FADEAR3.
This Charter aims at developing principles enabling
as many peasants as possible to live off their work,
by producing quality and healthy food on a “humansize” farm, while making sustainable use of natural
resources. It is based on 10 principles and 6 areas. It
is also conceived as a tool to make a diagnosis of a
farm or project at any given time and identify
actions to progress towards better implementation of peasant farming principles.
Peasant farming is a central reference for French alternative agricultural movements.
They commonly use the word to qualify their initiatives (e.g. “marchés paysans” for
farmers markets, “Accueil paysan” for on-farm B&B). A young generation of new
entrants, many of whom newcomers, also reclaims the word as a way to reconnect with
a long tradition of know-how, autonomy, quality production, community connection and
land stewardship.
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Farmers turning to Terre de liens for small
farms are both established farmers, as well
as new entrants. Terre de liens advises
about 1300 future farmers per year, most
of whom are newcomers to farming.
Newcomers have become an important
part of French new entrants: they
represent 30% of subsidised new entrants
(and probably 40 to 50% of all new
entrants).
While
there
are
no
comprehensive figures about newcomers,
several
recent
studies
show
that
newcomers
tend
to
engage
in
agroecological
farming
more
than
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continuers do4. Because they opt for high- Farm Tour on La Tournerie Farm
added value farming and/ or because they do not have the financial means, they tend to
farm on smaller farms5. Importantly, access to land is the number 1 obstacle for
newcomers to farming (together with access to financing)6.
Future farmers turning to Terre de liens either do not want to become owners or cannot
afford it. They are looking for “human-size” small farms on which to develop their
agroecological projects. Based on our experience, the reasons why they have a
preference for smaller farms include:
-

Limited financial capacity: they have limited personal capital and/or debt
capacity. Most find it hard to find bank loans; many also want to break away from
the high indebtedness of conventional farmers and are reluctant to be dependent
on banks. Such limited financial capacity affects the area of land they buy, as
well as their capacity to acquire or upgrade related infrastructures (e.g.
glasshouse, dairy processing unit). This limited capacity is even more an obstacle
in areas of high land value, such as peri-urban areas or touristy coasts.

-

Vision, values and ethics: many newcomers have agroecological projects involving
organic agriculture, direct marketing (through a CSA, farm shop, etc.), on-farm
processing, non-farming activities (e.g. guest house, educational activities). With
such projects, a small area may be enough to have a reasonable income. Many
also promote a “small is beautiful” approach: rather than mechanisation and
large infrastructures, they prefer to resort on low-tech methods and tools, human
labour and local solidarity, which are easier to manage on a smaller scale. Many
are also searching for a better work/life balance than their forebears.

-

Progressivity: many newcomers lack some agronomic or other farming skills
(processing, marketing) to take over large complex farms. They prefer to start
small and grow over time, which is common to many new entrants. Besides,
newcomers often have had to face many obstacles and many face the hostility of
the conventional farming sector. They may prefer to start small out of the fear to
fail (which is what everybody tells them will happen!) or in order to ensure that
they are “up to the job”.

For all these reasons, newcomers overwhelmingly look for smaller farms. But such small
farms, which are today mostly in mountainous and less favoured areas, are less and less
numerous, and hard to find.
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1.2 A limited offer of small farms
Medium and large farms (>20 ha) represent
60% of all farms, and 95% of the agricultural
area. Only about 180 000 small farms are now
left in France, down from 325 000 in 20007.
This rapid decline is the result of the
evolution of the farming sector towards
larger, more specialised and mechanised
farms which the farming profession and
public policies have long deemed the unique
viable farming model. As a result, the
average farm size has nearly tripled since
1970 (from 20 to 55 ha).
Small farms disappear either when an aging
farmer retires with no successor, or when the
farmer stops farming due to financial
difficulty. In those cases, the land is most
often taken over by neighbouring farms,
which thereby expand their area and
activities8. In few cases, the land is left
abandoned. Increasingly, retiring farmers
themselves do not believe in the viability and
transmissibility of their farm (because it’s not
“modern”, too small, in a remote area...)
and do not actively search for a successor.

Seedlings in La Gorronière Farm
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Farm succession has become a major issue. Over 200 000 farm holders, i.e. 35% of all
farm holders, are above 55 years old. With 60% of small farm holders above 55 aging is
even more marked in smallholdings. Many have no successors in their family, and have
no other identified successor. Even when a newcomer is interested to get established,
the succession is difficult. Extra-family succession is indeed a complex process, often
requiring time and external support, as it implies:
- The transfer of a capital (land, buildings, farmhouse, equipment...) outside of the
family. This means setting a price for goods, which have high personal value
(place of life, place of work, family inheritance). Often, transferors have good
hopes to sell at a high price to complement their (often meagre) pension.
- Organising the “new life” of retired farmers (in particular finding a new home)
- Accepting a new farmer (or group of farmers) on the farm, who will farm in their
own way, with their own values, vision, projects and ways of farming.
But if transferors wish the farm to remain as an independent farm, rather than becoming
part of a neighbouring farm, they may have to compromise on one or several of these
aspects. Plans or ways of doing are sometimes so totally different, that it takes a “crosscultural dialogue” between the transferor and the newcomer to reach an understanding.
Thus, while the coming to retirement age of a whole generation could open a great
potential for entry of new farmers, extra-family farm succession is still limited.
Currently many newcomers enter farming by establishing a new farm, rather than taking
over an existing farm9.
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Together with a range of other organisations promoting agroecological alternatives,
Terre de liens is therefore undertaking studies to better map the situation, as well as
exploring diverse ways to match the gap between newcomers’ search for small farms,
and land offers of medium and large farms.

1.3 The gap between land supply and demand in Auvergne: a study of
TDL Auvergne (2016)
Terre de liens Auvergne recently explored the situation of land offer and demand in
Auvergne, a mountainous region in central France. The study was conducted in 2015 and
2016 in connection with many local networks and stakeholders. It clearly shows that in
Auvergne supply and demand of land hardly match. Future farmers are mostly looking
for "small farms"10 while transferors rather have "large farms"11. How to put them in
contact and better match their needs and plans?
In terms of area, the study confirms that overall, farms to be transferred are mostly
above 40 hectares, while over half of the future farmers are looking for a farm under 40
hectares (Figure A).
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Figure A: Distribution of UAA held by potential transferors and sought by future farmers realised by Marion PEREZ (2016). In dark green: transferors, in light green: future farmers.

In terms of productions, the study highlights two main discrepancies:
- very few future farmers (11%) want to do cattle farming, which is the dominant
production in the area (48%). A future farmer thus stated: "There are no goat
farms that will become available, and cattle farms are not at all suitable for
goats".
- a majority of future farmers (55%) are considering producing "small crops”, (i.e.
vegetable gardening, small fruits, arboriculture, viticulture, aromatic and
medicinal plants), which only represent 15% of the farms to be transferred.
Besides, we can see other differences, such as the plans for the production of free-range
pigs and small ruminants, which are much higher among future farmers than among
transferable farms. The reverse is true for cereal farms which are much more numerous
among transferors than future farmers.
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2 Exploring ways to match newcomers’ expectations
and land offers
In France as in many European countries, “small farms” are a key dimension of the
agricultural sector, to be preserved if we want to maintain active local food systems and
vibrant rural communities and economies. A major factor to maintain small farms is to
facilitate their transfer to a new generation, including newcomers to farming. Together
with many other organisations promoting peasant and organic agriculture12, Terre de
liens is experimenting a range of tools and approaches. We hereby present several of
them: match-making between transferors and future farmers, supporting farmers’
collectives, cutting out existing farms into smaller ones, enabling progressive entry into
farming or developing land portage.

2.1 Matchmaking between transferors and new entrants
A first way to match the gap between land supply and offer is to bring transferors/
landowners and new entrants closer. Information is key: a lot of information regarding
land transactions goes by word-of-mouth in local communities, personal and professional
networks. In France, a number of institutions (Safer, some municipalities, Agricultural
Chambers...) are providing free information about land for sale or rent. But this
information is usually scattered, and hard to consult in an easy and structured way (e.g.
searching per area, or type of production). Terre de liens, together with partner
organisations, provide free information about land transactions they know of (both online and face-to-face)13.
Access to information is however not
enough. As noted above, there is a gap
between existing farm structures and
expectations of both transferors and
future farmers. Besides, land owners or
retiring farmers may not trust newcomers,
or be reluctant to have somebody new,
and unknown, coming onto their farm.
They may prefer to “sell quickly” and get
a good price, even if it means that their
farm will be absorbed by a neighbouring
farm or be bought by non-farmers. Many
believe they will find no successors (or no
capable ones), or that their farm is not
viable. On the other side, future farmers
may be very fixed on one specific area or
type of project, which do not necessarily Young grower on Chambonchard Farm
©Capucine Godinot
correspond to the reality of the land
market. Some may also lack knowledge about the functioning of agricultural institutions
and support schemes. They may also lack the skills or confidence to start on large, more
complex farms. Matchmaking between transferors/ landowners and new entrants is
therefore essential.
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Local Terre de liens associations dedicate a major part of their work to such
matchmaking by:
> Answering future farmers’ questions about available land and the features of the
local land market (via TDL website, phone calls, meetings),
> Informing and advising future farmers who do not know the agricultural institutions
and official mechanisms to enter farming (authorisations, subsidies),
> Receiving and presenting land offers made by transferors or landowners on TDL
website,
> Bringing together transferors who are willing to sell/rent to organic farmers and
future farmers who are looking for land (through direct collective or bilateral
meetings, farm visits, etc.),
> Raising awareness among local authorities about the difficulties of farm succession
and entry into farming, so that they actively monitor the situation on their
territory, and provide support.
Other associations, with which TDL works hand in hand, also facilitate matchmaking
between land owners/transferors and future farmers. Several associations organise
“farm succession cafés” (on the model of philosophy cafés). These cafés bring together
several transferors who are given an opportunity to present their project of farm
transfer and exchange ideas and good practices14. This helps them to progressively
mature their succession and retirement project and to handle the many professional
(administrative, financial, productive, etc.) and personal facets of farm succession, in
particular in case of extra-family farm succession. It is indeed often personally difficult
for aging farmers to leave their farm, to cut all links with it, and to trust somebody
external from the family.

Le Pointeau farm
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1

In its study, Terre de liens Auvergne proposes to improve matchmaking, in 3 directions
(see scheme 1):
> Develop open mindedness: Bring future farmers to develop projects which match the
local environment: climate, soil, needs and means of customers, etc. Bring them to
enlarge their projects and visions. Bring transferors to accept projects different from
what they have been doing, including sometimes with a totally different vision (organic,
smaller area, multiple productions...). Also bring transferors to be an active party in
their farm transmission by doing a farm diagnosis to assess the potential and various
options that can be developed on the farm.
> Improve accessibility to land offers: Encourage future farmers to enter agricultural
networks (farmers’ unions, cooperatives...) so as to gather information about land offers
which are not made public. Work locally (as farm worker, apprentice or in other farmrelated activities) to make oneself known, access information and gain the trust of
landowners/ transferors. When future transferors host apprentices on their farm, it is a
win-win situation: they can share their skills and get to know new projects and
approaches while their farm is still producing; the new entrants can consolidate their
skills and progressively develop their activities. One of the best ways to enter local
networks is to do a “farming experiment”, either on an existing farm or on an incubator
farm (see 2.4 below).
> Improve the match between supply and demand of land: Work on the flexibility of
transferors’ and new entrants’ projects so as to increase the chance to find a matching
offer. Promote collective entries into farming, as a group may be better able to take
over a large farm. Promote several (more or less connected) business creations on the
farm, of several farmers and possibly non-farmers (e.g. guest house). Support
progressive entry into farming and succession. Divide large farms.

Develop open mindedness

Improve supply accessibility

Improve the supply/demand match

NEW ENTRANT
Proposal I:
Improve project’s
flexibility
Proposal II:
Do a territorial
diagnosis
Chronological line
for proposals

Develop local connections
through living and working
locally

Proposal III:
Agricultural training

C

TRANSFEROR
Proposal IV:
Do a farm diagnosis

Proposal V:
Agricultural
experimental
period on local
territory

Proposal VI:
Mentoring or
apprenticeship with
an experienced
farmer

Proposal I:
Improve project’s
flexibility
Proposal VII:
Collective entry
into farming

Proposal VIII:
Divide large farms
Proposal IX:
Progressive farm
succession

Scheme 1: Steps and ways towards matching land supply and offer (M. Perez, 2016)
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2.2 Setting up several farmers or a group of farmers on a large farm
Large farms are often inaccessible to newcomers in terms of investment and/or skills.
Establishing a farmers’ collective is therefore a good solution to fund entry into farming
on a large farm, and to combine all the time and skills needed for it. Some people also
choose to enter farming in a collective for ethical and lifestyle reasons: to benefit from
close support and a diversity of views, to have somebody to replace them so that they
can have off-farm commitments, to avoid the loneliness of many of their forebears, etc.
They may also view it as a way to open the farm to the local community.
Legal statutes for farmers’ collectives are well developed in France and offer favourable
farming and financial conditions. There is a range of legal statutes to choose from, some
common to all types of businesses, other specific to farm businesses. Some are
composed only of farmers (called GAEC: all members of the companies must farm)15;
others can include people external to agriculture who only invest in the agricultural
project, and especially in agricultural land.
Terre de liens often works with collective farmers. The Radis & Co collective brings
together 4 farmers, plus some farm workers, on a 42-hectare farm. They are highly
successful with farming and selling locally, and have developed many strong connections
with the local community16. More recently, a group of 11 farmers took over La Tournerie
farm, a former family farm on 80 hectares, specialised in cattle farming. They are
turning it into a diverse farm, supplying many products and jobs, as well as non-farming
activities17.
In our experience, farmers’ collectives often diversify activities: they offer a range of
food produce, and sometimes, other agricultural or non-agricultural activities (food
processing, tourism facilities, education activities, craft-making...). Many also aim to
renew the farming profession. Such collectives are good learning places for future
farmers who want to learn through direct experience. They also enable the members of
the collectives to be farmers for some time, but not necessarily for their lifetime; they
may move on to another activity and be replaced.
Besides, collective farms are
often open to the local
community and territory. Most
opt for direct marketing,
including through farm shop,
farmers’ markets, and CSA
schemes. Many also offer
cultural, educational or other
activities,
which
bring
outsiders to the farm (through
open days, regular cultural
events,
workshop
of
a
craftsman, etc.). Some also
host people in “peasant guest
houses” and/ or restaurants.
One of Terre de liens farm run
by a collective, Malhaussette
Farm
(Languedoc),
thus

Farmers Collective of La Tournerie
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hosted as many about 700 nights in 2014. Finally, members of the collective are often
better able to get involved in local life (cultural life, as local elected representative,
etc..) thanks to the organisation which enables members to have free time.

2.3 Cutting out a large farm structure
While solutions can be found to transfer large farms, in some instances, it may be more
relevant to opt for something else: cutting out existing farms to create several smaller
units out of them. This process is still very rare, and many agricultural institutions and
farmers view it as going against all economic and social progress. In our experience and
that of many of our partners, the viability of farms is not directly connected with farm
size and there is a need to re-open the debate on the viability of small and medium-size
farms. There is therefore no fatality in the historical process of farm consolidation and
size increase.
The experience of the Eygageyres farm, in Auvergne, bears witness to new possibilities.
In the 1970s, this traditional farm, doing mixed and dairy farming on 30 hectares, was
deemed too small and not viable. Bought by a neighbouring farmer, it became
consolidated into a 70-hectare farm, but remained secondary to the farm system and
was progressively left abandoned. When the whole consolidated farm came for sale in
2014, a strong mobilisation from the municipality, the local Safer18, Terre de liens and
other local groups made it possible to divide the farm and re-create the Eygageyres
farm. It enabled the entry into farming of Romain, a newcomer who put the land back in
cultivation, restored the buildings, developed local sales and is now planning on hiring a
farm worker.

2.4 Managing the time lapse between the time of the land offer and the
time of entering farming
2.4.1. Organising progressive entry into farming and progressive farm succession
In France, organisations promoting alternative agriculture have promoted the concept of
"progressive entry into farming" since the end of the 1990s 19. The phrase is used to
describe the process wherein new entrants enter farming not at once, but through a
series of stages, which may extend over several years. Public institutions and
agricultural representatives tend to view entry into farming as a rather straightforward,
and classical process. They mostly refer to those situations which match the criteria to
obtain the young farmers’ grant or be eligible to farmer’s welfare mechanism. These
two criteria, while not strictly identical, do not account for the diversity of ways
through which our organisations see new entrants starting their farm business. This is
particularly true in the case of newcomers to farming, and of so-called atypical
productions (e.g. medicinal plants) and projects (e.g. combining agriculture and
services, searching to balance professional and life projects, etc.).
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Box 2: The rise of farm incubators
For the past 15 years, about 45 “farm incubators” have emerged in France. Called “espaces-test
agricoles” (ETA), they aim at enabling new farmers to “experiment” a farming project.
Farm incubators enable prospective farmers to do a farming experiment (“test d’activité”). Through
these experiments, they can develop a life-size farming activity, in an autonomous way, during a limited
time, and in an environment designed to reduce risk-exposure. They can try the many dimensions of
farming: cultivation practices, business planning, marketing, etc. They usually receive access to land and
equipment, mentoring, and access to a legal and welfare statute. At the end of the experimentation
period (usually 1 or 2 years), prospective farmers evaluate their project and themselves, so as to decide
whether to continue their project, modify it or abandon it.
Prospective farmers may engage in a farming experiment at the end of their vocational training, after a
career change, or after a period of farming on another farm. Sometimes, the farming experiment
consists in the initial years of farming on one own’s farm, so as to receive guidance and support in the
start-up phase.
Terre de liens works hand in hand with associations and groups developing experimental farming
schemes. Currently, five of the farms owned by Terre de liens host an ETA1 and many Terre de liens
local associations are direct partners of ETA in their region.
See: Réseau national des espaces test agricoles (RENETA) www.reneta.fr.
Further reading: inputs on O5

In our experience, entering farming is rarely a short and linear process. It often includes
highs and lows, and may include time for gaining additional experience or qualification.
Sometimes, one needs to go backwards, or to take a break to better advance
afterwards. In that sense, entering farming is not one moment, a culmination, but a
whole process through which the project is conceived, experimented, matured and
adapted. Many alternative agriculture organisations, including Terre de liens, provide
training, support and guidance to new entrants during their process of entry into
farming.
Progressivity may also mean to progressively gain access to the means of production:
starting with a small area, leasing before buying, starting with second-hand equipment
to limit initial investments, gradually increasing one’s customers, etc. The underlying
idea is to develop one’s activity step by step, in order to limit the risks, to gradually
explore the different facets of farming, and thus to establish a good basis before
expanding.
Matching offer and demand of land here means to work in anticipation. Our
organisations support new entrants in developing their projects and skills to be able to
take over existing farms. It may mean to mature their project with external support, to
get additional training, to go through an incubator farm (see box 2), or to associate with
a transferor to progressively grow one’s activity and take up the whole of the farm over
several years. Supporting progressive entry into farming thus also often means
supporting progressive farm succession.
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2.4.2 Organising land portage
There is often a difference in timing between the landowner - who is eager to sell as
soon as possible - and the future farmer - who may need time to complete his/her
training, or to gather the money to buy the land. This gap usually works in favour of
farm enlargement: neighbouring farmers often have the information and cash faster. So
instead of transferring their farm, many owners end up letting it disappear through
absorption by a larger farm. Farm’s continuation is particularly important for organic
and biodynamic farms, as the challenge is to ensure that they remain in organic/
biodynamic farming, even though a new farmer is not immediately found.
A good solution is to organise land portage, i.e. to have an institution “hold” the land
until the new entrant is ready20. This implies that the institution holding the land will
acquire it and/or manage it for the landowner for a certain time. In France, local
authorities, SAFER and some public agencies can do land portage21. While little used
until recently, land portage has developed over the past few years.
In 15 Regions, local SAFER and regional governments have signed formal agreements to
organise land portage so as to orientate land sales and enable farm transfer to new
entrants. All these agreements specify that the regional government agrees to pay land
portage costs, whenever the SAFER pre-empts a piece of land and holds it until it finds a
“suitable” new farmer. These agreements are often meant to facilitate access to land
for young farmers, newcomers and organic farming.
Terre de liens is a partner or
beneficiary of these agreements.
The SAFER may be holding the land
until Terre de liens gathers the
money to buy the farm and/ or until
local partners find an adequate
future farmer to take over the farm.
Thus, in Poitou-Charentes, the
Regional Government and the SAFER
signed a portage agreement with the
priority objective of facilitating
entry into farming. Organic farming
is a priority, but not a criterion for
eligibility. Thanks to this agreement,
Terre de liens was able to buy three
© Radis&Co
vegetable farms in the region: Le Cows in La Gorronière Farm
22
Pointeau , Le Berland and La
Quinatière. A similar agreement enabled land preservation and entry into farming on
the outskirts of Clermont-Ferrand, the capital city of Auvergne. The challenge there is
to counter both urban development - which destroys farmland – and the expansion of
large crop farms - which replace small, diversified horticulture. Through a series of joint
interventions between the city and the Safer, two farms were created and one more
consolidated, supporting several entries into farming, job creation and local food
systems23.
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Conclusion
In the various regions of France where we are acting, Terre de liens is witnessing the
decline of small farms which were an essential component of the local fabric in terms of
jobs, economic activities, local food systems, community connections and environment
protection. As the current generation of farmers is reaching retirement age, we see an
increasing need to support the entry of a new generation of farmers to maintain these
small farms. These new farmers at once preserve some of their essential features and
innovate in their agricultural practices, distribution channels, on-farm activities, or
connections with the local communities.
Because many future farmers aspire to small farms in a context where farm areas have
increased, it is important to facilitate matchmaking between land offer and demand.
Several approaches have been presented in this paper. In the future, it will likely be
important to also engage with some newcomers to also opt for larger farms, or move to
larger farmers after their initial years. Most of the solutions presented in this paper are
however closely interwoven with some of the features of agriculture in France: a wellregulated land market, with a range of instruments and institutions; a dense network of
civil society organisations supporting local food systems, organic and peasant
agriculture; a growing awareness among agricultural and local authorities; and a good
number of citizens interested in local food and agriculture. In each country, some
farmers unions, community-based organisations, local authorities and agricultural
organisations are looking for solutions. Adequate public policies and public support to
small and agroecological farms can certainly help to (start to) make a difference.
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and Terre de liens.
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On TDL website, see: https://www.terredeliens.org/-petites-annonces-.html For an example of a regional multi-partner platform,
see : http://objectif-terres.org/ and www.inpactpc.org
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On Farm succession Cafés and other practical tools for Farm Succession, see the handbook produced by the Farm Succession
Partnership, 2016, on-line (soon) at : http://www.farmsuccession.eu/
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Such groupings of farmers are present on about 10% of Terre de Liens' farms. Source: internal data of Terre de liens,
For a full story of the Radis & Co, see : http://www.accesstoland.eu/Radis-Co-Farmers-Collective and their website:
http://radis.et.compagnie.free.fr/
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For a full story of La Tournerie farm and project, see : http://www.accesstoland.eu/La-Tournerie-farm
18
The Safer is the agency regulating the land market, see: http://www.accesstoland.eu/Unique-land-agencies-the-SAFER
19
The first congress on the topic was organised by the FADEAR in May 1999 -see: http://www.agriculturepaysanne.org/ The
concept of « progressive entry into farming » has now partially been adopted by the Ministry of agriculture and agricultural
institutions. Various regional mechanisms are now in place to give several years to new entrants to reach the eligibility criteria for
the young farmers’ subsidy.
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See Terre de liens, Temporary land portage – tool description for O7
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Terre de liens, Agir sur le foncier agricole : un rôle essentiel pour les collectivités locales, Guide pratique, 2013, pp 63-66,
available at: https://www.terredeliens.org/Guide-Agir-sur-le-foncier-agricole-un-role-essentiel-pour-les-collectivites-locales
22
Read the full story of Le Pointeau farm at: http://www.accesstoland.eu/Le-Pointeau-Stocking-Land-Temporarily
23
Read the full story at: http://www.accesstoland.eu/Clermont-Ferrand-Temporary-Stockage
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